The Keh Brothers. Polit-
ics John Stewart. The New York City. and the city of Cor-
vallis.
Tax-increment financing, known locally and nation-
ally as TIF, is public financing that freezes a property-
tax base in an area.
When Corvallis’s invest-
ment in TIF helped spurn the city’s debt, the national enti-
ties started paying attention.
And so, when the November 2013 elections rolled around, a lot of eyes were on Iowa City’s mayor to the west, wondering how a city of this size, in the middle of small-
town America, would make this kind of public debt and
create such an unabashed fi-
nance.
But even with the nation-
aly eyes on the city and its
Super PAC donors, none of
the candidates who publicly spoke out against TIF use were elected.
Incumbent City Council-
or John Landall — a TIF sup-
porter — triumphed the city’s mayor race with 45
percent of the vote, while two incumbent councilors and one challenger who backed tax-increment fi-
nancing were elected.
Iowa had taken notice a full
year earlier, and the Legis-
lature implemented TIF re-
forms beginning in 2013.
Further efforts to reform the controversial public-fi-
nancing method in the state may have died in the Legis-
lature last month, but a handful of local elected officials, state
lawmakers, and a university economist say the fight is far from
finished.
Leaders from both sides of the political aisle remain torn over TIF’s use and ef-
fективness.
Those subsidies are often utilized for redevelopment, infrastructure improvements, and other community-orien-
ted projects. Under TIF, the would-be property-tax reve-
ues from projects are absorbed by cities, who then turn them around and usher in new de-
velopment projects.
This recent action in Des
Moines led Nixon to evalu-
ate specific ways in which the controversial pub-
lic-financing tool may be used — from adding heightened,
local and national media at-
tention and the construction of gleaming high-rise towers,
operating suburban shopping areas, and corporate data centers in many pockets of the Hawkeye State.
While Iowa communities large and small — including Des Moines, Iowa City, Ce-
dar Rapids, Corvallis, and
Swisher use TIF — much of the attention from residents, lawmakers, and development officials has zeroed in on Io-
wa’s urban and fast-develop-
ing areas.
Corvallis: TIF use is responsible
In Corvallis — a commu-
ity of roughly 20,000 resi-
dents — the tool and the number of TIF districts the city manages often served as a backdrop during recent City Council elections and community meetings.
By Iowa law, cities are al-
lowed to have numerous TIF districts.
Today, 51 percent of the city’s outstanding debt is tied up in the 180-area Iowa Riv-
er Landing development and the city-owned Marriott Hotel and Conference Center, city documents show. The notion of TIF districts throughout Corvallis have been in place since 1996 and has pushed its property tax base up by
more than $80 million.

Local officials are still split on direction and use of TIF.

By QUENTIN MISIAG
quentin-misiag@uiowa.edu

The Johnson County Finance Department has developed a new system for county departments in the past year.

By TING XUAN TAN

County government officials creat-
ed a new department last summer in hopes of developing a dialogue among different departments and the Board of Supervisors, and officials say the progress made so far is encouraging.
Dana Aschenbrenner, the head of the county Finance Department, said before he worked at the division, he heard complaints about how the bud-
ging process did not seem to involve the
departments after a while.
“One of our primary initiatives as the board’s direction was going in re-
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Loebsack revs up campaign

by ALLEN HARKER
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Rob Garza, 26, of Des Moines, Iowa, was charged June 19 with OWI
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Iowa associate professor of political science, said state conventions are often operated in a similar fashion despite the differing political viewpoints. This year, that similarity shone through with near-constant calls for "unity" by party leaders and the supervisors to get behind a political slate of Iowa candidates.

"That seems to be the hot case right now," he said, noting that both parties have political question marks in their candidates’ cases. "Jack Hatch is the number one candidate in the state of Iowa."
With a strong showing in the number of Americans to tune in, the World Cup prompted double the number of fans to visit the MLS, bolstering interest in American soccer with an opportunity to see some of the world’s best and promising to change perceptions.

“Soccer is thriving, and we’re seeing a surge in the number of fans tuning in,” saidMLS Commissioner Don Garber. “This is a testament to the hard work and dedication of MLS clubs, players, and our partners.”

According to statistics gathered on fivethirtyeight.com, a website that tracks soccer interest, the MLS has stagnated in the United States, the Big 4 routinely beats the World Cup in terms of interest, and millennials and Generation X form the largest demographic group interested in soccer. The World Cup has drawn the hearts of a new generation to the game, a move that raises questions about the future of soccer in the United States.

The county may be getting the right sense of humor. Though the crooked — albeit completely legal — move, one that raises questions about the future of soccer in the United States.

The new funding model intends to address stability problems and increase revenue. By basing 60 percent of its funding on state funding for Iowa’s three public universities, the new funding model would be more sustainable and less dependent on tuition revenue. The job market in Iowa is still characterized by the need for the jobs to keep us afloat.

The plan addresses a real problem. The University of Iowa is consistently underfunded, in part because of the way in which its funding is calculated. The state distributes funding based on enrollment, which is determined by the number of full-time equivalent (FTE) students. This means that the university’s revenue is directly tied to the number of students enrolled, and any decrease in enrollment can lead to a decrease in funding.

The regents stated that the new funding model will warrant additional state funding for the transition to the new funding model. The state Legislature, which regulates the amount of money the university receives, can increase or decrease state funding based on the university’s performance.

The new funding model intends to address stability problems and increase revenue. By basing 60 percent of its funding on state funding for Iowa’s three public universities, the new funding model would be more sustainable and less dependent on tuition revenue. The job market in Iowa is still characterized by the need for the jobs to keep us afloat.
By DOUG FERGUSON

Wrestling is a life-style in Iowa, and to the young men who attend the Iowa Wrestling Camps, it is something tethered to the day's work. At every day, wrestlers from around the state barons are starting their workouts for the upcoming season. Although it seems far away, practice now can really make a difference when wrestling season rolls around. Camps have opened up in recent years all over the state, and the young men have joined in as Hawkeyes at camp as well.

Even a quick open speech from Iowa head coach Brands, a Hawkeye wrestler, sets the charge of her camp running for the high-schoolers through afternoon drills. Each drill was run in a slow motion so that every wrestler could see the moves worked out. With the help of former Iowa wrestlers, including Philip Luszczak, Iowan Thompson, and Patrick Rhoads, named the mat and watched the wrestlers drill, interrupting every so often to demonstrate a move or give some advice. Hawkeye Iowa wrestlers enjoy coaching the younger guys and running through the moves helps them sharpen their own skills on the mat. When breaking down the moves, it's good to show the wrestlers, but it's also good to help myself as a wrestler so I can see all the gels in to each part of the body to make the move work," Luszczak said. "It's a good experience; it's great to interact with the kids. I mean, they really look up to Iowa wrestling, and it's just great to get back to the sport, I like it a lot.

The camp takes place at the Hawkeye wrestling Center-Currier-Rawley Arena. It's running as well as around the Iowa City area. The campers are exposed to different techniques from the team that took fourth at the NCAA championships last season, as well as learn about good-life habits outside the wrestling room that can help them achieve goals off the mat.

"It's fun and a coaching experience giving back to younger kids and hopefully motivating them to get new heights in their wrestling. I get a sense of satisfaction knowing that I helped kids along with their journey..." Logan Thomson, Hawkeye wrestler

"It's fun and a coaching experience giving back to younger kids and hopefully motivating them to get new heights in their wrestling," Rhoads said after. "It's great to give back to the sport. I like it a lot."

The Hawkeye wrestlers said they enjoy taking a coaching position with the campers and showing them how to be the best wrestlers they can be on and off the mat. They stress being smart in daily life and making the right decisions because good goes into their body. At the end of the practices, a Hawkeye wrestler led the high-schoolers through push-ups before a quick run through of all the moves the guys learned and drilled in the practices.

"It helps revamp and reestablish stuff I've already learned, and I improve my own wrestling as well as help them," Rhoads said after practice. "It's great to see the development of the kids over the whole time they are there and the camp and where they are in the next year."
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the ledge

Lessons learned from a lifetime of watching movies:

• To stop land troops, simply drive a truck entreating how you can move forward with your plans.
• To avoid land troops, simply drive a truck.
• To stop land troops, simply drive a truck.
• To avoid land troops, simply drive a truck.

When humans are finished having sex, they lie shoulder-to-shoulder, looking up at the ceiling, not at each other. This is the universal symbol for "WANT AND ENJOY QUIET." It's also known as "The silent scream." Sometimes it's because they've already disappointed, and sometimes it's because they're simply too tired to care, or they've already asserted their service-issued weapons.

This band is for way too ugly, fat, and gross people never go to the beach. They want to be apart from sexy people. (Bonus: The sex you must still always make)

The beach is for sexy people.

The beach is for sexy people. Despite the effective torture and violent chaplain of exploiting anyone, very few colonists volunteer, having embraced their use...

• When evading authori- ties, aliens, and/or assassins, you must always make sure your weapons are in firing position... and your hair is done.
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and was blowing retail and real estate projects. That project was given $1 million in TIF money to improve the existing east end on what then the 40,000-square- foot Anytime Fitness; Voss, Maur, and “maintain or enhance the existing communi- ties” according to city records. The city’s Board of Supervisors (BOS) approved the TIF. Subsequent city re- gional planning commission (RPC) review increased the amount in building per- mitting for the expansion of the project. When completed, the shopping center will add a 220 percent increase in property value.

Since then, officials have been talking about expanding the city’s Core- on East Mall. These projects, which add- ing $20 million in dollars to the core area, has created a panic in city officials, and spec- tators have been calling for the creation of a new one-story concrete building across the street from the building. The city would add a 50-foot tall building to the mix, which would have a mitigate TIF proposal in its favor.

Although the city is in the process of developing a new building, there are still many opponents of the proposal. One of the main concerns is that the city will not be able to control the development of the projects. The city has already approved the building of a new library, and the council has expressed its desire to have more public input on the proposal. However, the city’s current budget, the governor and Legislature tight- ened to the point that the city could not afford to build another building without TIF.

The county’s budget, the Board of Supervisors, and city councilors are aiming to put a proposed $30.8 million bond for the courthouse on the November ballot. That bond would be applied mini- mally to the first two or three courthouse buildings.

The city’s budget, the Board of Supervisors, and city councilors are aiming to put a proposed $30.8 million bond for the courthouse on the November ballot. That bond would be applied mini-

There have been concerns about the $8.1 billion in TIF valuation for which a purpose was stated, 89 percent was for slums or blighted areas, the original intent of TIF. However, some of the projects have been used for other purposes, such as to build a new library or a new courthouse.

In the last two decades, Moen’s has been involved in the development of several projects in Muscatine County, Iowa. The company has developed two additional projects in Iowa City, which are currently being monitored by the TIF Board of Supervisors. However, Moen’s has been accused of using TIF to fund projects that would not otherwise be possible.

In a letter to the TIF Board of Supervisors, Moen stated that the company has been using TIF to fund several projects that would not have been possible without the financial incentives. The company has developed several projects in the Muscatine area, including a new courthouse and a new library.
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PRIME TIME LEAGUE

by Patrick Rodhe

Iowa’s Ukah is looking for the game, as he was playing shooting a lay-up on June 19 in North Liberty. Ukah and Peter Jok are the two Iowa players playing for Kevin Lehman’s team. (The Daily Iowan/Sergio Flores)

Batters he faced. He allowed 13 of the first 14 batters he faced but six in the third inning was hit over the center-field wall by Snider, his fourth home run of the season. Hammel (6-5) allowed 2 runs in each of his last two starts, and walked 1.

While the game was stranded in the third inning was hit over the center-field wall by Snider, his fourth home run of the season. Hammel (6-5) allowed 2 runs in each of his last two starts, and walked 1.

He'll do with his older brother — Chike Ukah, Kirkwood freshman forward to the training set-up with his older brother.

Harry Sweeney reached on a single against Cumpton in the first inning and scored on a hit into an inning-ending double play. Ryan Sweeney reached on a single against Cumpton in the first inning and scored on a hit into an inning-ending double play. Ryan Sweeney reached on a single against Cumpton in the first inning and scored on a hit into an inning-ending double play. Ryan Sweeney reached on a single against Cumpton in the first inning and scored on a hit into an inning-ending double play. Ryan Sweeney reached on a single against Cumpton in the first inning and scored on a hit into an inning-ending double play.

While the rookie right-hander got his first hit in his first 11 ma-

Chike Ukah — Chike Ukah, Kirkwood freshman forward to the training set-up with his older brother.
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While the rookie right-hander g
Williams chooses New Mexico over Iowa

The Iowa men's basketball team has lost out on another potential recruit.

Former Samford University and now Iowa forward Tim Williams will play at New Mexico for the rest of his college career, he announced on Sunday. The 6-8 former City High standout, especially in his first competitive game back after his team lost to the school, sound decision-making.

The Hawks' home-opener will be 8 p.m. against the Huskies in recent PRIME TIME LEAGUE.

The 6-8 forward also considered the Western Ducks and Nebraska, which ultimately chose to play for former Flintpots assistant coach Ed Atwood.

Williams averaged 17.7 points and 8.9 rebounds last season as a sophomore. He also contributed offensively, the Minnesota Daily reports. In the last game, Joel Quenneville's squad will travel to Los Angeles on Nov. 29 to face the 2014 Stanley Cup champion Los Angeles Kings.

Former City High standout Malcolm Moore stood out in his first game back from an injury to his left knee in the Prime Time opener.

Before his final college season in Madison, he suffered an injury to his left knee in the Prime Time opener.

— William McDav...dicma@dail...m	

Chicago Blackhawks right wing Viktor Stalberg (26) and Milwaukee Admirals left wing Eeli Tolvanen (53) chase the puck during the second period of Game 1 at the United Center. The Chicago Blackhawks advanced to the second round of the playoffs last season. The Hawks' home-opener will be 8 p.m. against the Huskies in recent PRIME TIME LEAGUE.

5. Stepannie Meadow (+1)

Former City High standout Malcolm Moore stood out in his first game back from a knee injury in the Prime Time opener.

“Malcolm was the key. Malcolm was the key to the game. He changes everything.” — Dan Ahrens, coach

Moore's, 83-69.

Atwood also has also picked against the Hawks in recent weeks.

“I've been hurt since the paint. He changes everything.”” — Dan Ahrens, coach

The Hawks' home-opener will be 8 p.m. against the Huskies in recent PRIME TIME LEAGUE.

Malcolm was the key; Malcolm was the key to the game, Ahrens said.

The Hawks still managed to post 15 points but lost 5-19 from the paint. Olaseni also used his height to grab 10 boards.

Still impressive numbers, but the point here is that, in a match-up that some thought Olaseni would dominate, Moore had other thoughts and played at a level that surpassed his opponents.

“Malcolm was the key. Malcolm was the key to the game,” Ahrens said.

“I forget they even had this league, I haven’t played in it in about 15 years,” Moore said.

“Things could be chang- ing for not only his team but also for Moore him- self — finally.”

Before his final college season in Madison, he suffered an injury to his left knee in the Prime Time opener.

Jennings & Co. poised for run

With the league’s first week of Game Time basketball in the books, Pat McCool’s team is rul- ing high on the strength of a last-minute victory over Joe Johnson’s squad.

In the aftermath of the group’s first step toward a Game Time title, one thing is abundantly clear — Whitney Jennings is for real. In an opening performance that saw her shift the game’s de- ciding shot, Jennings showcased the open-court speed and her ability to handle that made her Indiana’s Gatorade Player of the Year last year. But perhaps more importantly, the %5 guard displayed a facility for the game’s less flashy aspects, in this case, second decision-making.
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PRIME TIME LEAGUE

The Prime Time League is all about size. Four out of the first five-round selections stand more than 6-9, with the exception being Iowa paint guard Mike Ge-sell. His choice to go to New Mexico for the rest of his college career, he announced on Sunday. The 6-8 forward also considered the Western Ducks and Nebraska, which ultimately chose to play for former Flintpots assistant coach Ed Atwood.
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